
T H E  R O L E  O F

B O U N D A R I E S  

P O R O U S

Interpersonal relationships can be challenging to navigate, as everyone has different
perceptions, beliefs, and ways of existing in the world. Boundaries offer a way for
each individual to maintain their own identity and personal space within
professional and personal relationships.
Boundaries function as the rules or parameters that we create to identify practical,
secure, and permissible ways for other people to behave towards us.  According to
Cleantis (2017) "a boundary is a limit or space between you and the other person; a
clear place where you begin and the other person ends . . . The purpose of setting a
healthy boundary is, of course, to protect and take good care of you.”   It delineates
how and what we communicate, what we give and receive, and even, provides the
framework for what we expect from others and life itself.  Personal boundaries are
necessary for us to succeed and be in healthy relationships. Having them in place
allows an individual to communicate their needs and desires clearly and concisely
and enables a person to set limits. 
Furthermore, it facilitates individuality and is a crucial component to self-care
and self-respect. Boundaries can be physical or emotional, and they can 
range from being porous to rigid, with healthy boundaries often falling
somewhere in between. Healthy, porous and rigid boundaries have the 
following themes:

H E A L T H Y R I G I D

-Has trouble saying
no to people
- Overshares
information
- Dependent on
opinions
- Gets over involved
with others' problem
-Accepting of
disrespect and
misuse

-Values opinions 
- Shares personal
information in an
appropriate way
-Upholds their own
values 
- Understands and
can communicate
wants and needs 
-  Accepts when
someone says no to
them 

- Avoids intimacy and
close relationships
- Not likely to ask for
help
- Overprotective of
personal information
-May come across as
detached in personal
relationships
- Keeps people at a
distance
 



 Define: 

Communicate: 

Set consequences: 

Make it about you: 

The first part of setting boundaries is examining the boundaries that already exist or are
lacking in one’s life.  Once identified, be clear about the boundary to yourself and others.  Have
a clear grasp on what is acceptable and unacceptable to you.  

- Learn to say no simply, but firmly to something you do not want to do (Kairns, 1992). 
Not over explaining is a crucial aspect of setting boundaries, as everyone has the 
right to determine what they do and do not want to do.
- Should a boundary be crossed, remind the individual of your boundary.  Discuss with the
person in which ways he/she can maintain the boundary.  
- If the behaviour continues, consider what further action is appropriate to stop the 
behaviour. 
- Remain firm, but respectful. 
·        

Explicitly state why the boundary is important.
·        

For example, instead of saying, “You need to leave me alone,” rather state, “I need
some time to myself.”  

In general, the key to setting boundaries is first figuring out what you want from your various
relationships; setting boundaries based on those desires; and then being clear with yourself
and with other people about your boundaries.

Setting boundaries can be quite uncomfortable and just because you implement a
boundary, does not mean people are going to respect it.  When implementing a
boundary, you need to be clear and consistent until people adjust to the new way of
interacting.  Here are some guidelines on how to set personal boundaries:
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